
BARCO’s new high performance CRT graphics 
projection systems

Photokina, Cologne (Germany), 18-23 September 1996. BARCO Projection Systems, 
leading developer and manufacturer of high performance, large screen projection 

systems, introduces two high resolution graphics CRT projectors: the 
BARCOGRAPHICS 808s front projector and RETROGRAPHICS 808s rear screen 
projection system. Both types are based on 8” electromagnetic focus CRTs and high 
definition hybrid lenses to deliver bright and razor sharp images for high resolution 

applications. 

The BARCOGRAPHICS 808s

Equipped with high brightness 8” electromagnetic focus CRTs and high definition F1.06 
hybrid lenses, this system displays images with the unequaled light output of 1,250 lumens at 

10 % peak white on screens ranging from 1.4 m (4.6 ft.) up to 6 m (20 ft.) wide. 

A broad autolock horizontal frequency range of 15 - 110 kHz and a wide RGB bandwidth of 
120 MHz allow the unit to display images from all video sources as well as from a wide 

range of high resolution computer graphics workstations and PC graphics boards with 
resolutions up to 1,600 x 1,200 pixels. 

The BARCOGRAPHICS 808s can be found among the most flexible CRT projection 
systems. The built-in stepless Scheimpflug optical correction results in an optimal optical 

focus for projection under non-standard angles. Further, the “Seagull” correction improves 
the corner geometry and a range of options makes the unit also ideal for multi-screen 

applications, non-standard projection angles, ... 

The RETROGRAPHICS 808s

Based on an efficient optical concept, the system incorporates a single front surface-coated 
mirror, which results in the projection of ultra sharp images with an extremely high light 

output of 1,250 NIT at 10 % peak white. 

The integration of F1.1 color corrected hybrid lenses with a unique Fresnel/Lenticular-
Blackstripe screen results not only in a wide horizontal (42 °) and vertical (13 °) viewing 

angle, but also in the projection of crystal clear images, even under high ambient light 
conditions. 

Featuring a broad autolock horizontal frequency range of 15 - 110 kHz, an RGB bandwidth 
of 120 MHz and universal connection possibilities, this RETROGRAPHICS 808s is 

compatible with all worldwide sources from VHS video up to 1,600 x 1,200 pixel 
resolutions. 

Outstanding light output, rich contrast and clarity and an unequaled display compatibility 
make both the BARCOGRAPHICS 808s and the stand-alone RETROGRAPHICS 808s the 

perfect tools for high resolution applications, such as boardroom meetings, CAD/CAM, large 
screen process control, surveillance and simulation. The latter even allows the projection of 



high quality images in rooms with high ambient lighting conditions. 

BARCO Projection Systems is a world leader in developing and manufacturing large screen 
projection systems for a broad range of applications: from entertainment over presentations 

and training to process control and simulation.
 


